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Well, Spring has definitely sprung here in Academy! After rounding up
hundreds of reading opportunities in March’s Reading Roundup–and getting
a jump on our first school-wide science fair project planning–our kiddos got
to take a much-deserved Spring Break!
We are now back to creating the magic of learning with only EIGHT weeks of
school left! To say there is a buzz in the air is an understatement. Our science
projects are getting into full swing with students experimenting, hypothesizing,
and making discoveries. Our school-wide science fair will be held between April 29-May 3. Your
local learning center will be planning this fun event and finalizing its date SOON, so stay tuned!
Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known!

Emily Jayne
Director of Lindamood-Bell Academy

We create the magic of learning!
CENTER STAGE
Student Spotlight-Noah Neumann

Student
Spotlight

Noah is an online student who can often
be found traveling across the world,
logging into class from such disparate
places as St. Louis, New York, Austria,
India, Africa, you name it! Though it
sometimes requires extra homework
to make up for unavoidable in-transit
days, Noah is able to get the support
he needs that complements his family’s
adventurous lifestyle. Noah has been
with LBA for 3 semesters and now,
after feeling completely dejected at
his previous school, Noah consistently
tells his mother how much he loves
Lindamood-Bell Academy! When he
does make it into the Houston Center
between travel adventures, his smile
lights up the room!

SHINE ON STUDENTS

SHINE ON CAST
Since taking over lunch buddy duties, Erika has imbued a true sense of
camaraderie, fun, and exploration for the Houston students. Her creativity
has really inspired some dynamic interactions– and not just at lunch, but also
when she is working with her students on curriculum. She also introduced
“Motivational Mondays” to her students: They discuss what motivation is,
words they could say that to encourage others, and words to say to motivate
ourselves when we feel “stuck.” Furthermore, she frequently shares these
magical experiences and ideas with fellow learning centers to boost the LBA
spirit everywhere! Keep creating that magic, Erika! We love it!
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GOOD TO KNOW
School Year Checkups for currently enrolled Academy
students will be held from April 22nd through April
26th. These complimentary evaluations to check up on
student’s sensory-cognitive skills will take place during
the school day - no scheduling is required! Later,
your local learning center will help to schedule your
appointment to discuss results, which will take place
May 6 - 10, 2019, along with the last Parent Team
Conference of the year.
A note about re-enrollment: If you plan to join us for
the 2019-2020 school year, please reach out to your
local learning center to receive a special alumni tuition
rate. The deadline to receive your special rate is April
15, 2019.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
April 1 - 25: Science Fair Experiments and Presentation
Preparation
April 3 : Wacky Wednesday: Superhero Day
April 10: Wacky Wednesday: Pajama Day
April 17: Wacky Wednesday: Backwards Day
April 22 - 26: School Year Checkup (Evaluation) Week
April 24: Wacky Wednesday: Camouflage Day
April 29 - May 3: Science Fair Week

